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Movavi AudioSuite brings together SIX essential processing tools for music lovers in a
single package. Record. Extract. Convert for mobile devices. Rip audio CDs. Save audio from
YouTube. Burn audio CDs.

Here are just some of the exciting things you can do:

Convert unprotected audio for your mobile device
Record audio from microphones, programs, and other sound card inputs
Rip unprotected audio CDs to your preferred digital format
Save soundtracks from YouTube and other video-sharing websites
Extract audio from unprotected DVDs and other video sources
Burn audio CDs for CD players and music centers

Get other version here:

Movavi AudioSuite Personal $39.95 Buy now Free trial

Key Features

Convert Audio
Transfer unprotected audio between popular formats

With AudioSuite, you're just one click away from listening to your favorite tracks on
your mobile device: simply add file, choose format and hit the Convert button!
Convert between MP3, WMA, WAV, OGG Vorbis, and AAC formats.
Note: Movavi AudioSuite does not allow you to convert protected materials.
Ready-made presets await your creative impulses: magic sounding or compact size -
just choose the one that suits you best.
Take advantage of fully customizable output parameters for optimum size and quality
balance: set codec, sample rate, and the number of channels you need.
Get super-fast media conversion technology with support for multithreading and batch
conversion.

Record Audio
Record voices, music, and other audio sources

Record audio from microphone, audio CDs, broadcasts, programs, and other sound
card inputs.
Play output audio from right inside the program to check the quality of the recording.
With just one click, you can specify bitrate, frequency and number of channels: use
convenient, ready-to-use configurations.
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Rip CD
Rip unprotected audio CDs to your preferred digital format

Rip audio tracks from your CD collection to WAV, MP3, WMA, AAC, or OGG files.
Choose the appropriate preset to get the output file quality you want.
Fine-tune format settings to specify bitrate, sample rate, and audio codec.

Online Video to Audio
Save your favorite soundtracks from online videos.

Save audio streams from popular popular websites.
Convert URLs individually or in batches.
No more switching back to the web browser: now you can play related videos in the
Preview area, and it's quick and easy to add more videos!

Extract Audio
Extract audio from unprotected DVDs and other video sources

Listen to your favorite movie theme on your mobile device or make it speak with the
voice of a star!
Extract audio from all popular video file formats: AVI (DivX, XviD, etc.), DV AVI, MP4,
WMV, ASF, 3GP, 3GP2, 3GPP, 3GPP2, QuickTime (MOV, QT), DVD, VOB, IFO,
VIDEO_TS, AUDIO_TS, MPG, MPEG 1,2,4, MOD, DAT, MJPEG, VCD, SVCD,
H.263.
Friendly intuitive interface makes it easy to access every option you might need:
previewing, fragment selection, fine tuning, and more.

Burn Audio CDs
Burn audio CDs for CD players and music centers

Burn audio CDs to listen in your car or at home on any CD-player, music center, or car
stereo.
Take any audios - MP3, OGG, WMA, whatever - and convert them to CD audio format
automatically!
What kind of mood are you in? Dark? Calm? Positive? Energetic? Choose from a
chart of songs and burn a special mix audio CD for the way you feel.

Minimum System Requirements

Microsoft Windows 2000/XP/Vista (installation of all recent updates is recommended)
Intel or AMD or compatible processors at 1 GHz minimum
Display graphics minimum resolution of 1024x768x32-bit color
RAM 128 megabytes (MB)
Minimum 40 MB of free hard disk space is needed for installation, minimum 300 Mb
for proper operation
The most recent version of QuickTime Player for Windows for MOV-files processing
Administrative permissions are required for installation
Sound card

Recommended System Requirements

Microsoft Windows 2000/XP/Vista with all recent updates installed
Intel or AMD or compatible processors at 1.5 GHz or higher
Display graphics minimum resolution of 1024x768x32-bit color
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RAM: Minimum 256 megabytes (MB) or higher
1 GB of free hard disk space for proper operation
The most recent version of QuickTime Player for Windows for MOV-files processing
Administrative permissions are required for installation
Sound card
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